
[Journal Name], [Volumn Number], 1{17 ([Volumn Year])c [Volumn Year] Kluwer Academic Publishers, Boston. Manufactured in The Netherlands.Overcoming the myopia of inductive learning algorithms with RELIEFFIGOR KONONENKO, EDVARD �SIMEC, MARKO ROBNIK-�SIKONJAigor.kononenko@fer.uni-lj.siUniversity of Ljubljana, Faculty of electrical engineering & computer scienceTr�za�ska 25, SI-61001 Ljubljana, Sloveniatel: +386-61-1768390; fax: +386-61-1264630Abstract. Current inductive machine learning algorithms typically use greedy search with limited looka-head. This prevents them to detect signi�cant conditional dependencies between the attributes thatdescribe training objects. Instead of myopic impurity functions and lookahead, we propose to use RELI-EFF, an extension of RELIEF developed by Kira and Rendell [10], [11], for heuristic guidance of inductivelearning algorithms. We have reimplemented Assistant, a system for top down induction of decision trees,using RELIEFF as an estimator of attributes at each selection step. The algorithm is tested on severalarti�cial and several real world problems and the results are compared with some other well known ma-chine learning algorithms. Excellent results on arti�cial data sets and two real world problems show theadvantage of the presented approach to inductive learning.Keywords: learning from examples, estimating attributes, impurity function, RELIEFF, empirical eval-uation1. IntroductionInductive learning algorithms typically use agreedy search strategy to overcome the combina-torial explosion during the search for good hy-potheses. The heuristic function that estimatesthe potential successors of the current state inthe search space has a major role in the greedysearch. Current inductive learning algorithmsuse variants of impurity functions like informa-tion gain, gain ratio[25], gini-index[1], distancemeasure[16], j-measure[30], and MDL[14]. How-ever, all these measures assume that attributesare conditionally independent given the class andtherefore in domains with strong conditional de-pendencies between attributes the greedy searchhas poor chances of revealing a good hypothesis.Kira and Rendell [10], [11] developed an al-gorithm called RELIEF, which seems to be verypowerful in estimating the quality of attributes.For example, in the parity problems of various de-grees with a signi�cant number of irrelevant (ran-dom) additional attributes RELIEF is able to cor-rectly estimate the relevance of all attributes ina time proportional to the number of attributes
and the square of the number of training instances(this can be further reduced by limiting the num-ber of iterations in RELIEF). While the originalRELIEF can deal with discrete and continuous at-tributes, it can not deal with incomplete data andis limited to two-class problems only. We devel-oped an extension of RELIEF called RELIEFFthat improves the original algorithm by estimat-ing probabilities more reliably and extends it tohandle incomplete and multi-class data sets whilethe complexity remains the same.RELIEFF seems to be a promising heuristicfunction that may overcome the myopia of currentinductive learning algorithms. Kira and Rendellused RELIEF as a preprocessor to eliminate irrele-vant attributes from data description before learn-ing. RELIEFF is general, relatively e�cient, andreliable enough to guide the search in the learningprocess. In this paper a reimplementation of As-sistant learning algorithm for top down inductionof decision trees [4] is described, named Assistant-R. Instead of information gain, Assistant-R usesRELIEFF as a heuristic function for estimatingthe attributes' quality at each step during the treegeneration. Experiments on a series of arti�cial



2 THE AUTHORS???and real-world data sets are described and the re-sults obtained using RELIEFF as a selection cri-terion are compared to results of some other ap-proaches. The following approaches are compared:� the use of information gain as a selection crite-rion;� LFC [27], [28] that tries to overcome the myopiaof information gain with a limited lookahead;� the naive Bayesian classi�er, that assumes con-ditional independence of attributes;� the k-nearest neighbors algorithm.The paper is organized as follows. In the nextsection, the original RELIEF is briey describedalong with its interpretation and its extended ver-sion RELIEFF. In Section 3, we present the reim-plementation of Assistant called Assistant-R. InSection 4.1 we briey describe the other algo-rithms used in our experiments. In Section 4.2we describe the experimental methodology. Sec-tion 5 describes experiments, and compare the re-sults of the di�erent algorithms. We show thatAssistant-R performs at least as well as Assistant-I and sometimes much better. In conclusion, thepotential breakthroughs are discussed on the ba-sis of the excellent results on arti�cial data sets.Finally, integration of the compared algorithms isproposed.2. RELIEFF2.1. RELIEFThe key idea of RELIEF is to estimate attributesaccording to how well their values distinguishamong the instances that are near to each other.For that purpose, given an instance, RELIEF1. set all weights W[A] := 0.0;2. for i := 1 to n do3. begin4. randomly select an instance R;5. �nd nearest hit H and nearest miss M;6. for A := 1 to #all attributes do7. W[A] := W[A] - di�(A,R,H)/n8. + di�(A,R,M)/n;9. end;Figure 1 The basic algorithm of RELIEF

searches for its two nearest neighbors: one fromthe same class (called nearest hit) and the otherfrom a di�erent class (called nearest miss). Theoriginal algorithm of RELIEF [10], [11] randomlyselects n training instances, where n is the user-de�ned parameter. The algorithm is given in Fig-ure 1.Function di�(Attribute,Instance1,Instance2)calculates the di�erence between the values of At-tribute for two instances. For discrete attributesthe di�erence is either 1 (the values are di�erent)or 0 (the values are equal), while for continuousattributes the di�erence is the actual di�erencenormalized to the interval [0; 1]. Normalizationwith n guarantees all weights W [A] to be in theinterval [�1; 1], however, normalization with nis an unnecessary step if W [A] is to be used forrelative comparison among attributes.The weights are estimates of the qualityof attributes. The rationale of the formulafor updating the weights is that a good at-tribute should have the same value for instancesfrom the same class (subtracting the di�erencediff(A;R;H)) and should di�erentiate betweeninstances from di�erent classes (adding the di�er-ence diff(A;R;M )).The function di� is used also for calculatingthe distance between instances to �nd the near-est neighbors. The total distance is simply thesum of di�erences over all attributes. In fact orig-inal RELIEF uses the squared di�erence, whichfor discrete attributes is equivalent to di�. In allour experiments, there was no signi�cant di�er-ence between results using di� or squared di�er-ence. If N is the number of all training instancesthen the complexity of the above algorithm isO(n� N �#all attributes).2.2. Interpretation of RELIEF's estimatesThe following derivation shows that RELIEF's es-timates are strongly related to impurity functions.It is obvious that RELIEF's estimate W [A] of at-tribute A is an approximation of the following dif-ference of probabilities:W [A] = P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instance from di�erent class)



THE TITLE??? 3�P (di�erent value of Ajnearest instance from same class) (1)If we eliminate from (1) the requirement thatthe selected instance is the nearest, the formulabecomes:W 0[A] = P (di�erent value of Ajdi�erent class)�P (di�erent value of Ajsame class) (2)If we rewritePeqval = P (equal value of A)Psamecl = P (same class)Psamecljeqval = P (same classjequal value of A)we obtain using Bayes rule:W 0[A] = PsamecljeqvalPeqvalPsamecl � (1 � Psamecljeqval)Peqval1� PsameclFor sampling with replacement in strict sensethe following equalities hold:Psamecl =XC P (C)2Psamecljeqval =XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!Using the above equalities we obtain:W 0[A] = Peqval � Ginigain0(A)Psamecl(1� Psamecl)= const �XV P (V )2 �Ginigain0(A) (3)whereGinigain0(A) =XV  P (V )2PV P (V )2 �XC P (CjV )2!�XC P (C)2 (4)is highly correlated with the gini-index gain [1]for classes C and values V of attribute A. Thedi�erence is that instead of factorP (V )2PV P (V )2

the gini-index gain usesP (V )PV P (V ) = P (V )Equation (3) shows strong relation of RE-LIEF's weights with the gini-index gain. Theprobability PV P (V )2 that two instances havethe same value of attribute A in eq. (3) is akind of normalization factor for multi-valued at-tributes. Impurity functions tend to overestimatemulti-valued attributes and various normalizationheuristics are needed to avoid this tendency (e.g.gain ratio [25], distance measure [16], and bina-rization of attributes [4]). Equation (3) shows thatRELIEF exhibits an implicit normalization e�ect.Another de�ciency of gini-index gain is that itsvalues tend to decrease with the increasing num-ber of classes [14]. Denominator which is constantfactor in equation (3) for a given attribute againserves as a kind of normalization and thereforeRELIEF's estimates do not exhibit such strangebehavior as gini-index gain does.The above derivation eliminated the \nearestinstance" condition from the probabilities. If weput it back we can interpret RELIEF's estimatesas the average over local estimates in smallerparts of the instance space. This enables RE-LIEF to take into account the context of otherattributes, i.e. the conditional dependencies be-tween attributes given the class value which canbe detected in the context of locality. From theglobal point of view, these dependencies are hid-den due to the e�ect of averaging over all traininginstances, and exactly this makes impurity func-tions myopic. Impurity functions use correlationbetween the attribute and the class disregardingthe context of other attributes. This is the sameas using the global point of view and disregardingthe local peculiarities.The example data set given in Table 1 illus-trates the di�erence between myopic estimationfunctions and RELIEF. We have three attributesand eight training instances. The class value isdetermined with XOR function on attributes A1and A2, while the third attribute A3 is randomlygenerated. RELIEF (equation (1)) correctly es-timates that attributes A1 and A2 are the mostimportant while the contribution of attribute A3is poor. On the other hand, W'[A] (equation (3)),



4 THE AUTHORS???Table 1 Example data set and the estimated quality ofattributesfunction A1 A2 A3 Class1 0 1 11 0 0 10 1 0 10 1 1 10 0 0 00 0 0 01 1 1 01 1 0 0RELIEF = W[A] (1) 0.542 0.458 -0.750W'[A] (3) 0.000 0.000 0.063Ginigain' (4) 0.000 0.000 0.029gini index gain [1] 0.000 0.000 0.033information gain [9] 0.000 0.000 0.049gain-ratio [25] 0.000 0.000 0.051distance [16] 0.000 0.000 0.026Ginigain' (equation (4)), original gini-index gain[1], information gain [9], gain ratio [25], and dis-tance measure [16] estimate that the contributionof A3 is the highest while attributes A1 and A2are estimated as completely irrelevant.Hong [8] developed a procedure similar to RE-LIEF for estimating the quality of attributes,where he directly emphasizes the use of contextualinformation. The di�erence to RELIEF is thathis approach uses only information from nearestmisses and ignores nearest hits. Besides, Honguses the normalization to penalize the contribu-tion of nearest misses that are far away from agiven instance.2.3. Extensions of RELIEFThe original RELIEF can deal with discrete andcontinuous attributes. However, it can not dealwith incomplete data and is limited to two-classproblems only. Equation (1) is of crucial impor-tance for any extensions of RELIEF. It turned outthat the extensions of RELIEF are not straightfor-ward unless we realized that RELIEF in fact ap-proximates probabilities. The extensions shouldbe designed in such a way that those probabil-ities are reliably approximated. We developedan extension of RELIEF, called RELIEFF, thatimproves the original algorithm by estimatingprobabilities more reliably and extends it to dealwith incomplete and multi-class data sets. A brief

description of the extensions follows.Reliable probability approxima-tion: The parameter n in the algorithm RE-LIEF, described in Section 2.1, represents thenumber of instances for approximating probabil-ities in eq. (1). The larger n implies more reli-able approximation. The obvious choice, adoptedin RELIEFF for relatively small number of train-ing instances (up to one thousand), is to run theouter loop of RELIEF over all available traininginstances.The selection of the nearest neighbors is of cru-cial importance in RELIEF. The purpose is to�nd the nearest neighbors with respect to impor-tant attributes. Redundant and noisy attributesmay strongly a�ect the selection of the nearestneighbors and therefore the estimation of proba-bilities with noisy data becomes unreliable. To in-crease the reliability of the probability approxima-tion RELIEFF searches for k nearest hits/missesinstead of only one near hit/miss and averagesthe contribution of all k nearest hits/misses. Itwas shown that this extension signi�cantly im-proves the reliability of estimates of attributes'qualities[13]. To overcome the problem of param-eter tuning, in all our experiments k was set to 10which, empirically, gives satisfactory results. Insome problems signi�cantly better results can beobtained with tuning (as is typical for the major-ity of machine learning algorithms).Incomplete data: To enable RELIEFto deal with incomplete data sets, the functiondi�(Attribute,Instance1, Instance2) in RELIEFFis extended to missing values of attributes by cal-culating the probability that two given instanceshave di�erent values for the given attribute:� if one instance (e.g. I1) has unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) = 1� P (value(A; I2)jclass(I1))� if both instances have unknown value:diff(A; I1; I2) =1� #values(A)XV �P (V jclass(I1)) � P (V jclass(I2))�The conditional probabilities are approximatedwith relative frequencies from the training set.
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# nearest neighborscorrelationcoe�cient independent attsparity problems..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................Figure 2 The correlation of the RELIEFF'sestimates with the intended quality of attributeson data sets with conditionally independent andstrongly dependent attributes.This approach assumes that conditional prob-abilities of attribute-values given the class areapplicable without the context of any other at-tribute. This may in some cases be too naive,however including the context of other atributesis far too ine�cient.Multi-class problems: Kira and Rendell[10], [11] claim that RELIEF can be used to es-timate the attributes' qualities in data sets withmore than two classes by splitting the probleminto a series of 2-class problems. This solutionseems unsatisfactory (in Section 4.1 we discuss theperformance of this approach and compare it withthe extension described below). To use it in prac-tice, RELIEF should be able to deal with multi-class problems without any prior changes in theknowledge representation that could a�ect the �-nal outcomes.Instead of �nding one near miss M from a dif-ferent class, RELIEFF searches for k near missesMi(C); i = 1::k for each di�erent class C and aver-ages their contribution for updating the estimateW [A]. The average is weighted with the priorprobability of each class:W [A] :=W [A]� kXi=1 diff(A;R;Hi)n� k+ XC 6=class(R) kXi=1 � P (C)1� P (class(R))�

diff(A;R;Mi(C))n� k �The idea is that the algorithm should estimate theability of attributes to separate each pair of classesregardless of which two classes are closest to eachother. The normalization if prior probabilities ofclasses is necessary as k near misses from each dif-ferent class would tend to exaggerate the inuenceof classes with small number of cases.Note that the time complexity of RELIEFF isO(N2 � #attributes), where N is the number oftraining instances.2.4. RELIEFF's estimates and attribute's qual-ityTo estimate the contribution of parameter k (#nearest hits/misses) on RELIEFF's estimates ofattribute's quality Kononenko [13] compared theintended information gain of attributes with theestimates, generated by RELIEFF, by calculatingthe standard linear correlation coe�cient. Thecorrelation coe�cient can show how is the in-tended quality and the estimated quality of at-tributes related.A typical graph for data sets with condition-ally independent attributes and with strongly de-pendent attributes (parity problems of various de-grees) is shown in Figure 2. For conditionallyindependent attributes, the quality of the esti-mate monotonically increases with the number ofnearest neighbors. For conditionaly dependent at-tributes, the quality increases up to a maximumbut later decreases as the number of nearest neigh-bors exceeds the number of instances that belongto the same peak in the distribution space for agiven class.Note that, if attributes were evaluated withthe myopic impurity functions, like the gini-indexand the information gain, the quality of the es-timates would be high for conditionally indepen-dent attributes and poor for strongly dependentattributes. This corresponds to the estimatesby RELIEFF with very large number of nearesthits/misses.To test the e�ect of the normalization factor ineq. (3) we run RELIEFF also on one well knownmedical data set, \primary tumor", described in



6 THE AUTHORS???Section 5.3. The major di�erence between the es-timates by impurity functions and the estimatesby RELIEFF in the \primary tumor" problem isin the estimates of two most signi�cant attributes.Information gain and gini-index overestimate oneattribute with 3 values (by the opinion of physi-cians specialists). RELIEFF and normalized ver-sions of impurity functions correctly estimate thisattribute as less important.3. Assistant-RAssistant-R is a reimplementation of the Assistantlearning system for top down induction of decisiontrees[4]. The basic algorithm goes back to CLS(Concept Learning System) developed by Hunt etal. [9] and reimplemented by several authors (see[25] for an overview). In the following we describethe main features of Assistant.Binarization of attributes: The algo-rithm generates binary decision trees. At eachdecision step the binarized version of each at-tribute is selected that maximizes the informationgain of the attribute. For continuous attributes adecision point is selected that maximizes the at-tribute's information gain. For discrete attributesa heuristic greedy algorithm is used to �nd thelocally best split of attribute's values into twosubsets. The purpose of the binarization is toreduce the replication problem and to strengthenthe statistical support for generated rules.Decision tree pruning: Prepruning andpostpruning techniques are used for pruning o�unreliable parts of decision trees. For preprun-ing, three user-de�ned thresholds are provided:minimal number of training instances, minimalattributes information gain and maximal proba-bility of majority class in the current node. Forpostpruning, the method developed by Niblettand Bratko [22] is used that uses Laplace's lawof succession for estimating the expected classi-�cation error of the current node commited bypruning/not pruning its subtree.Incomplete data handling: Duringlearning, training instances with a missing valueof the selected attribute are weighted with proba-

bilities of each attribute's value conditioned witha class label. During classi�cation, instances withmissing values are weighted with unconditionalprobabilities of attribute's values.Naive Bayesian classi�er: For each in-ternal node in a decision tree eventually a thirdsuccessor appears labeled with attribute's valuesfor which no training instances are available. Forsuch \null leaves", the naive Bayesian formula isused to calculate the probability distribution inthe leaf by using only attributes that appear inthe path from the root to the leaf:P (CjAroot::Aleaf ) = P (C)YA P (CjA)P (C) (5)Note that this calculation is done o�-line, i.e.during the learning phase. For classi�cation, the\null" leaves are already labeled with the calcu-lated class probability distribution and are usedfor classi�cation in the same manner as ordinaryleaves.The main di�erence between Assistant andits reimplementation Assistant-R is that RELI-EFF is used for attribute selection. In addi-tion, wherever appropriate, instead of the rela-tive frequency, Assistant-R uses the m-estimateof probabilities, which was shown to often sig-ni�cantly increase the performance of machinelearning algorithms[2], [3]. For prior probabilitiesLaplace's law of succession is used:Pa(X) = N (X) + 1N +# of possible outcomes (6)where N is the number of all trials and N (X) thenumber of trials with the outcome X. These priorprobabilities are then used in the m-estimate ofconditional probabilities:P (XjY ) = N (X&Y ) +m � Pa(X)N (Y ) +m (7)The parameter m trades o� between the contribu-tions of the relative frequency and the prior prob-ability.In our experiments, the parameter m was set to2 (this setting is usually used as default and, em-pirically, gives satisfactory results [2], [3] although



THE TITLE??? 7with tuning in some problem domains better re-sults may be expected). The m-estimate is usedin the naive Bayesian formula (5), for postpruninginstead of Laplace's law of succession as proposedby Cestnik and Bratko[3], and for RELIEFF's es-timates of probabilities. In eq. (1) we can useprobabilities from the root of the tree as an es-timate of prior probabilities for a lower internalnode t with n(t) corresponding training instances:W [A] = (8)� n(t)n(t) +m � P (di�: val: of Ajnearest miss; t) +mn(t) +mP (di�: val: of Ajnearest miss; root)��� n(t)n(t) +m � P (di�: val: of Ajnearest hit; t) +mn(t) +m � P (di�: val: of Ajnearest hit; root)�4. Experimental environment4.1. Algorithms for comparisonWe performed a series of experiments withAssistant-R and compared its performance to thefollowing algorithms:Assistant-I: A variant of Assistant-R that in-stead of RELIEFF uses information gain forthe selection criterion, as does Assistant. How-ever, the other di�erences to Assistant remain(m-estimate of probabilities). This algorithmenables us to evaluate the contribution of RE-LIEFF. The parameters for Assistant-I andAssistant-R were �xed throughout the exper-iments (no prepruning, postpruning with m =2).LFC: Ragavan et al. [27], [28] use limited looka-head in their LFC (Lookahead Feature Con-struction) algorithm for top down induction ofdecision trees to detect signi�cant conditionaldependencies between attributes for construc-tive induction. They show interesting resultson some data sets. We reimplemented their al-gorithm [29] and tested its performance. Our

results, presented in this paper, show somedrawbacks of the experimental comparison de-scribed by Ragavan and Rendell and con�rmthe advantage of the limited lookahead for con-structive induction.LFC generates binary decision trees. At eachnode, the algorithm constructs new binary at-tributes from the original attributes, using log-ical operators (conjunction, disjunction, andnegation). From the constructed binary at-tributes, the best attribute is selected and theprocess is recursively repeated on two sub-sets of training instances, corresponding to thetwo values of the selected attribute. For con-structive induction a limited lookahead is used.The space of possible useful constructs is re-stricted, due to the geometrical representationof the conditional entropy which is the estima-tor of the attributes' quality. To further reducethe search space, the algorithm also limits thebreadth and the depth of search.AS LFC uses lookahead it is less myopic thanthe greedy algorithm of Assistant. The com-parison of results may show the performance ofthe greedy search in combination with RELI-EFF versus the lookahead strategy. To makeresults comparable to Assistant-R we equippedLFC with pruning and probability estimationfacilities as described in Section 3. All testswere performed with a default set of parame-ters (depth of the lookahead 3, beam size 20),although in some domains better results maybe obtained by parameter tuning. However,higher values of the parameters may combina-torially increase the search space of LFC, whichmakes the algorithm impractical.Naive Bayesian Classi�er: A classi�er thatuses the naive Bayesian formula (5) to calculatethe probability of each class given the values ofall attributes and assuming the conditional in-dependence of the attributes. A new instanceis classi�ed into the class with maximal calcu-lated probability. The m-estimate of probabil-ities was used and the parameter m was setto 2 in all experiments. The performance ofthe naive Bayesian classi�er can serve as an es-timate of the conditional independence of at-tributes.



8 THE AUTHORS???k-NN: The k-nearest neighbor algorithm. For agiven new instance the algorithm searches fork nearest training instances and classi�es theinstance into the most frequent class of thesek instances. For the k-NN algorithm the samedistance measure was used as for RELIEFF (seeSection 2.1).The presented results were obtained withManhattan-distance. The results using Euclid-ian distance are practically the same. The bestresults with respect to parameter k are pre-sented, although for fair comparison such pa-rameter tuning should be allowed only on thetraining and not the testing sets.We selected the naive Bayesian classi�er andthe k-NN algorithm for comparison because theyare both well known, simple, and they both per-form well in many real-world problems. The per-formance of these two algorithms may show thenature of the classi�cation problems.4.2. Experimental methodologyEach experiment on each data set was performed30 times by randomly selecting 70% of instancesfor learning and 30% for testing and the resultswere averaged. Each system used the same subsetsof instances for learning and for testing in order toprovide the same experimental conditions. To ver-ify the signi�cance of di�erences we used the one-tailed t-test with � = 0:0005 (99.95% con�dencelevel) and the null hypothesis stating that the dif-ference is zero[5]. All the di�erences in resultshaving the value of statistic t above the threshold(t > 3:66) are considered signi�cant.The exception from the above methodologywere the experiments in the �nite element meshdesign problem, where the experimental method-ology was dictated by previous published results,as described in Section 5.4.Besides the classi�cation accuracy, we mea-sured also the average information score[15]. Thismeasure eliminates the inuence of prior proba-bilities and appropriately treats probabilistic an-swers of the classi�er. The average informationscore is de�ned as:Inf = P#testing instancesi=1 Infi#testing instances (9)

where the information score of the classi�cation ofi-th testing instance is de�ned by:Infi = � log2 P (Cli) + log2 P 0(Cli)if P 0(Cli) � P (Cli), andInfi = ��� log2(1� P (Cli)) + log2(1� P 0(Cli))�if P 0(Cli) < P (Cli).Cli is the class of the i-th testing instance,P (Cl) is the prior probability of class Cl andP 0(Cl) the probability returned by a classi�er.If the returned probability of the correct class isgreater than the prior probability the informationscore is positive, as the obtained information iscorrect. It can be interpreted as the prior informa-tion necessary for correct classi�cation minus theposterior information necessary for correct classi-�cation. If the returned probability of the cor-rect class is lower than the prior probability theinformation score is negative, as the obtained in-formation is wrong. It can be interpreted as theprior information necessary for incorrect classi�-cation minus the posterior information necessaryfor incorrect classi�cation.The main di�erence between the classi�cationaccuracy and the information score can be il-lustrated with the following example. Let theprior distribution of classes be P (C1) = 0:2 andP (C2) = 0:8 and let the posterior distributionreturned by the classi�er be P (C1) = 0:4 andP (C2) = 0:6. If the correct class is C1 then theinformation score is positive while the classi�ca-tion accuracy treats the given posterior distribu-tion as wrong answer. If the correct class is C2then the information score is negative while theclassi�cation accuracy treats the given posteriordistribution as correct answer.Classi�cation accuracy may in some specialcases exhibit high variance while information scoreis much more stable. In a very special casewhere we have a data set with irrelevant attributesand exactly 50% of instances from one class and50% of instances from the other class, the leave-one-out testing for a probabilistic classi�er wouldgive the approximate accuracy of 50%, while forthe\default" classi�er, that classi�es every in-stance into the majority class, the accuracy wouldbe 0%. A slight modi�cation of the distributionof training instances would drastically change the



THE TITLE??? 9latter accuracy to approximately 50%. A moredrastic modi�cation of the distribution, say 80%of cases for one class and 20% for the other, wouldincrease the accuracy of the \default" classi�er to80%, while the accuracy of the probabilistic classi-�er would be approximately 0:8�0:8+0:2�0:2 =68%. However, for both classi�ers the informationscore would in all scenarios remain approximately0 bits which would indicate, that both classi�ersare unable to extract any useful information fromattributes.5. Experimental resultsIn this section we give results on several arti�-cial and real-world data sets. The presentationof the experiments is divided into four parts ac-cording to four groups of data sets: arti�cial datasets with the controlled conditional dependencybetween attributes, some other benchmark arti�-cial data sets, medical data sets, and other real-world data sets. For each group we give a briefdescription of data sets followed by the results.The results in tables include averages over severalruns and standard errors.5.1. Arti�cial data setsWe generated several data sets in order to com-pare the performance of various algorithms:INF1: Domain with three conditionally indepen-dent informative binary attributes for each ofthe three classes and with three random binaryattributes. The learner should detect whichthree attributes are informative which is a rel-atively easy task. All �ve algorithms should beable to solve this problem.INF2: Domain obtained from INF1 by replacingeach informative attribute with two attributeswhose values de�ne the value of the originalattribute with XOR relation. For this prob-lem, the learner should detect six importantattributes and the fact that attributes are pair-wise strongly conditionally dependent. Thisis a fairly complex problem and cannot besolved with the myopic heuristics. This dataset should show the advantage of LFC andAssistant-R.

TREE: Domain whose instances were generatedfrom a decision tree with 6 internal nodes, eachcontaining a di�erent binary attribute. 5 ran-dom binary attributes were added to the de-scription of instances. This problem shouldbe easy for greedy decision tree learning algo-rithms while other approaches may have di�-culties due to an inappropriate knowledge rep-resentation of the target concept.PAR2: Parity problem with two signi�cant bi-nary attributes and 10 random binary at-tributes. 5% of randomly selected instanceswere labeled with wrong class. This problemis hard as there is a lot of attributes with equalscore when evaluated with a myopic evaluationfunction, such as information gain.PAR3: Same as PAR2 except that there werethree signi�cant attributes for the parity rela-tion which makes the problem harder.PAR4: Same as PAR2 except that there werefour signi�cant attributes for the parity relationwhich makes the problem the hardest amongthe parity problems used in our experiments.The basic characteristics of the arti�cial datasets are listed in Table 2. Characteristics includethe percentage of the majority class (which canbe interpreted as \default accuracy") and the classentropy which gives an impression of the complex-ity of the classi�cation problem.The results of the learning algorithms LFC,Assistant-I and Assistant-R, as well as the naiveBayesian classi�er and the k-NN algorithm, aregiven in Table 3 (classi�cation accuracy) and Ta-ble 4 (information score). The results are as ex-pected and show that:� All classi�ers perform well in a (relatively sim-ple) domain with conditionally independent at-tributes (INF1).� Both versions of Assistant perform well in theproblem of the reconstruction of a decision tree(TREE), while the other classi�ers are signi�-cantly worse.� Only Assistant-R and LFC are able to success-fully solve the problems with strong conditionaldependencies between attributes (INF2, PAR2-4). However, of these two, Assistant-R per-forms better, especially in the case of the hard-est problem (PAR4). Note that LFC can solvePAR4 if the depth of the lookahead is increased,



10 THE AUTHORS??? Table 2 Basic description of arti�cial data setsdomain #class #atts. #val/att. # instances maj.class (%) entropy(bit)INF1 3 12 2.0 200 36 1.58INF2 3 21 2.0 200 36 1.58TREE 2 11 2.0 200 57 0.99PAR2 2 12 2.0 200 54 0.99PAR3 2 13 2.0 200 54 0.99PAR4 2 14 2.0 400 50 1.00Table 3 Classi�cation accuracy of the learning systems on arti�cial data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNINF1 86.0�5.1 90.1�3.5 88.8�3.8 91.6�3.1 89.0�3.6INF2 67.1�6.3 55.4�9.8 68.7�7.8 32.1�4.5 56.8�6.3TREE 75.8�5.4 79.2�5.7 78.8�6.2 69.0�5.9 68.2�5.3PAR2 93.6�3.3 74.9�7.9 95.7�2.8 56.7�5.7 79.4�4.3PAR3 84.1�10.1 65.6�11. 95.7�2.1 55.5�5.2 60.4�6.7PAR4 69.4�13.8 59.3�6.3 94.8�1.6 55.1�3.4 61.9�3.8however, the time complexity of the lookaheadincreases exponentially with its depth. On theother hand, Assistant-R solves all parity prob-lems equally quickly.� The information score of the naive Bayesianclassi�er in the problems with strong condi-tional dependencies between attributes is poorwhich indicates that this classi�er failed to �ndany regularity in these data sets.5.2. Benchmark arti�cial data setsBesides the arti�cial data sets from the previoussubsection, we used also the following benchmarkarti�cial data sets used by other authors (notethat results of other authors can not be directlycompared to our results as experimental condi-tions (training/testing splits) were not the same):BOOL: Boolean function de�ned on 6 attributeswith 10% of class noise (optimal recognitionrate is 90%). The target function is:Y = (X1 �X2) _ (X3 ^X4) _ (X5 ^X6)This data set was used by Smyth et al. [31]andthey report 67.2�1.7% of the classi�cation ac-curacy for naive Bayes, 82.5�1.1% for back-propagation, and 85.9�0.9% for their rule-based classi�er.LED: LED-digits problem with 10% of noise inattribute values. The optimal recognition rateis estimated to be 74%. Smyth et al. [31]report 68.1�1.7% of the classi�cation accu-

racy for naive Bayes, 64.6�3.5 for backpropa-gation, and 72.7�1.3 for their rule-based classi-�er. This data set can be obtained from Irvinedatabase[21].KRK1: The problem of legality of King-Rook-King chess endgame positions. The attributesdescribe the relevant relations between pieces,such as \same rank" and \adjacent �le". Orig-inally the data included �ve sets of 1000 exam-ples (1000 for learning and 4000 for testing) andwas used to test Inductive Logic Programmingalgorithms[7]. The reported classi�cation ac-curacy is 99.7�0.1 %. We used only one set of1000 examples (i.e. 700 instances for training).KRK2: Same as KRK1 except that the onlyavailable attributes are the coordinates ofpieces. The same data set was used byMladeni�c[19]. The reported results are about69% accuracy for her ATRIS system and 64%for Assistant.The basic description of data sets is providedin Table 5 and results are given in Tables 6 and 7.It is interesting that in the LED domain, thenaive Bayesian classi�er and the k-NN algorithmreach the estimated upper bound of the clas-si�cation accuracy. This suggests that all at-tributes should be considered for optimal classi-�cation in this domain. In this problem the at-tributes are conditionally independent given theclass, therefore the good performance of the naiveBayesian classi�er is not surprising. However, inthe other three domains the performance of thenaive Bayesian classi�er is poor, due to the strong



THE TITLE??? 11Table 4 Average information score of the learning systems on arti�cial data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNINF1 1.24�0.10 1.24�0.06 1.22�0.07 1.35�0.06 0.94�0.04INF2 0.86�0.14 0.50�0.18 0.76�0.13 0.07�0.03 0.33�0.06TREE 0.47�0.11 0.47�0.08 0.47�0.09 0.21�0.04 0.17�0.04PAR2 0.84�0.06 0.36�0.12 0.83�0.03 0.08�0.04 0.28�0.03PAR3 0.67�0.19 0.22�0.17 0.80�0.03 0.05�0.03 0.10�0.03PAR4 0.38�0.27 0.13�0.09 0.79�0.03 0.05�0.02 0.10�0.03Table 5 Basic description of some benchmark arti�cial data setsdomain #class #atts. #val/att. # instances maj.class (%) entropy(bit)BOOL 2 6 2.0 640 67 0.91LED 10 7 2.0 1000 11 3.33KRK1 2 18 2.0 1000 67 0.92KRK2 2 6 8.0 1000 67 0.92Table 6 Classi�cation accuracy of the learning systems on arti�cial data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNBOOL 89.8�1.6 89.8�1.6 89.8�1.6 66.6�2.5 89.8�1.6LED 70.8�2.3 71.1�2.4 71.7�2.2 73.9�2.1 73.9�2.1KRK1 98.7�1.2 98.6�1.2 98.6�1.2 91.6�1.4 92.2�1.9KRK2 86.0�2.1 66.6�3.1 70.1�3.3 64.8�2.1 70.7�1.7Table 7 Average information score of the learning systems on arti�cial data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNBOOL 0.57�0.03 0.51�0.03 0.53�0.03 0.07�0.02 0.50�0.03LED 2.13�0.07 2.11�0.06 2.12�0.07 2.33�0.05 2.22�0.05KRK1 0.87�0.04 0.84�0.03 0.84�0.03 0.60�0.02 0.32�0.01KRK2 0.59�0.05 0.12�0.05 0.19�0.04 -0.03�0.02 0.12�0.02conditional dependencies between attributes. Theinformation score (see Table 7) shows that thenaive Bayesian classi�er provides (on the average)no information in the BOOL and KRK2 domains.The performance of the di�erent variants of As-sistant is almost the same, except for the KRK2domain, where the performance of Assistant-I ispoor (note that the default accuracy in KRK2is 67%). The performance of Assistant-R andthe k-NN algorithm is signi�cantly better (99.95%con�dence level). However, the information scoreshows that both, Assistant-R and k-NN, are notvery successful in this problem. As expected,without constructive induction it is not possible toreveal regularities in the chess positions describedonly with the coordinates of pieces. LFC is ableto construct important attributes in this domain,which enables it to achieve signi�cantly better re-sults than the other algorithms.
5.3. Medical data setsWe compared the performance of the algorithmson several medical data sets:� Data sets obtained from University MedicalCenter in Ljubljana, Slovenia: the problem oflocating of primary tumour in patients withmetastases (PRIM), the problem of predictingthe recurrence of breast cancer �ve years af-ter the removal of the tumour (BREA), theproblem of determining the type of the can-cer in lymphography (LYMP), and diagnosis inrheumatology (RHEU).� HEPA: prognostics of survival for patients suf-fering from hepatitis. The data was providedby Gail Gong from Carnegie-Mellon University.� Data sets obtained from the StatLogdatabase[18]: diagnosis of diabetes (DIAB) anddiagnosis of heart diseases (HEART). For theDIAB data set, Ragavan & Rendell [27]report78.8% classi�cation accuracy with their LFC al-gorithm. They also report poor performance of



12 THE AUTHORS??? Table 8 Basic description of the medical data setsdomain #class #atts. #val/att. # instances maj.class (%) entropy(bit)PRIM 22 17 2.2 339 25 3.89BREA 2 10 2.7 288 80 0.73LYMP 4 18 3.3 148 55 1.28RHEU 6 32 9.1 355 66 1.73HEPA 2 19 3.8 155 79 0.74DIAB 2 8 8.8 768 65 0.93HEART 2 13 5.0 270 56 0.99Table 9 Classi�cation accuracy of the learning systems on medical data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNPRIM 37.1�4.9 40.8�5.1 38.9�4.7 48.6�4.1 42.1�5.0BREA 76.1�4.3 76.8�4.6 78.5�3.9 78.7�4.5 79.5�2.7LYMP 82.4�5.2 77.0�5.5 77.0�5.9 84.7�4.2 82.6�5.7RHEU 60.6�4.7 64.8�4.0 63.8�4.9 66.5�4.0 66.0�3.6HEPA 79.0�5.3 77.2�5.3 82.3�5.4 86.1�3.9 82.6�4.9DIAB 69.2�3.0 71.1�2.8 71.5�2.6 76.3�2.4 73.9�2.5HEART 77.3�5.2 75.4�4.0 77.6�4.5 84.5�3.0 82.9�3.7Table 10 Average information score of the learning systems on medical data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNPRIM 1.02�0.14 1.19�0.11 1.07�0.11 1.60�0.14 1.15�0.11BREA 0.01�0.09 0.02�0.08 0.05�0.06 0.08�0.07 0.02�0.02LYMP 0.79�0.10 0.62�0.09 0.61�0.09 0.79�0.09 0.53�0.08RHEU 0.41�0.10 0.43�0.08 0.41�0.08 0.52�0.07 0.43�0.05HEPA 0.19�0.14 0.13�0.09 0.22�0.11 0.37�0.11 0.21�0.05DIAB 0.26�0.06 0.26�0.04 0.27�0.04 0.37�0.04 0.24�0.02HEART 0.52�0.10 0.45�0.07 0.46�0.07 0.64�0.06 0.46�0.04several other algorithms without constructiveinduction (up to 58%). However, our results(see below) and results of the StatLog project[18] show that the poor results of the other al-gorithms in this domain are not due to the lackof constructive induction. In our experiments,on DIAB dataset, all classi�ers perform equallywell, with the exception of the naive Bayesianclassi�er which is signi�cantly better.The basic characteristics of the above medicaldata sets are given in Table 8. The results of ex-periments on these data sets are provided in Ta-bles 9 and 10.In medical data sets, attributes are typicallyconditionally independent given the class . There-fore, it is not surprising that the naive Bayesianclassi�er shows clear advantage on these datasets[12]. It is interesting that the performance ofthe k-NN algorithm is good in these domains, al-though worse than the performance of the naiveBayesian classi�er.The information score (Table 10) for BREAdata set indicates that no learning algorithm was
able to solve this problem. This suggests that theattributes are not relevant.Both versions of Assistant have similar per-formance, except in the HEPA domain where,Assistant-R has signi�cantly better performance(99.95% con�dence level). A detailed analysisshowed that in this problem RELIEFF discov-ered a signi�cant conditional interdependency be-tween two attributes given the class. These twoattributes score poorly when considered indepen-dently. That is why Assistant-I was not able todiscover this regularity in data.On the other hand, other (redundant) at-tributes are available that contain similar informa-tion as these two attributes together. This is thereason why the naive Bayesian classi�er performsbetter. We tried to provide the naive Bayesianclassi�er with an additional attribute by joiningthe two conditionally dependent attributes. How-ever, the performance remained the same.LFC achieved signi�cantly better results thanthe other two inductive algorithms in the LYMPdomain, where constructive induction seems to



THE TITLE??? 13be useful. However, LFC performed signi�cantlyworse in the RHEU domain while in the otherdomains the three inductive algorithms performequally well.5.4. Non-medical real-world data setsWe compared the performance of the algorithmsalso on the following non-medical real world datasets (SOYB, IRIS, and VOTE are obtained fromthe Irvine database[21], SAT is obtained from theStatLog database [18]):SOYB: The famous soybean data set used byMichalski & Chilausky [17].IRIS: The well known Fisher's problem of deter-mining the type of iris ower.MESH3,MESH15: The problem of determiningthe number of elements for each of the edgesof an object in the �nite element mesh designproblem[6]. There are �ve objects for whichexperts have constructed appropriate meshes.In each of �ve experiments one object is usedfor testing and the other four for learning andthe results are averaged. The results reportedby D�zeroski [7] for various ILP systems are12% classi�cation accuracy for FOIL, 22% formFOIL and 29% for GOLEM and the result re-ported by Pompe et al. [23] is 28% for SFOIL.The description of the MESH problem is appro-priate for ILP systems. For attribute learnersonly relations with arity 1 (i.e. attributes) canbe used to describe the problem. Note that inthis domain the training/testing splits are thesame for all algorithms. The testing methodol-ogy is a special case of leave-one-out, therefore,the results in the tables for this problem haveno standard deviations.Quinlan [26] reports results of some ILP sys-tems that achieved over 90% in that domaintesting on positive and negative instances.However, those results are misleading. Eachpositive instance has ten negative instances inaverage. Therefore we have 11 copies of thesame instance and any classi�cation of this in-stance is correct at least for 9 out of 11 copieswhich gives 82% classi�cation accuracy for aclassi�er that always classi�es into wrong class.MESH3 contains the three basic attributesfrom the original database and ignores the rela-

tional description of objects. Therefore, in theMESH3 domain attribute learners are given lessinformation than ILP learners.MESH15 contains, besides the 3 original at-tributes, 12 attributes derived from the rela-tional background knowledge. In this prob-lem, attribute learners have advantage as theyare already provided with additional attributes.The provided description of objects for ILPlearners is actually more informative. In princi-ple, the same attributes and a number of addi-tional attributes could be derived by (extremelycleaver) ILP learners from the relational de-scription of the background knowledge. How-ever, this is a fairly complex task. Thereforeattribute learners with MESH15 data set havebetter chances than ILP learners to reveal agood hypothesis.SAT: The database consists of multi-class spec-tral values of pixels in 3 � 3 neighborhoods ina satellite image, and the classi�cation of thecentral pixel in each neighborhood. The resultsof the StatLog project[18] are 90.6% classi�ca-tion accuracy for the k-NN algorithm, 86.1%for backpropagation, 85.0% for C4.5, 84.8% forCN2 and 69.3% for the naive Bayesian classi-�er (using relative frequencies and not the m-estimate of probabilities).VOTE: The voting records are from a sessionof the 1984 United States Congress. Smythet al. [31] report 88.9% of classi�cation accu-racy for the naive Bayesian classi�er, 93.0% forbackpropagation and 94.9% for their rule-basedclassi�er.The basic characteristics of non-medical realworld data sets are presented in Table 11. Ta-bles 12 and 13 give the results. On SOYB andIRIS data sets, all classi�ers perform equally well.The results of the naive Bayesian classi�er indicatethat the attributes are conditionally relatively in-dependent in these data sets, which is in agree-ment with previously published results.On the SAT data set, k-NN signi�cantly out-performs other algorithms which is in agreementwith the results of the StatLog project [18]. How-ever, the naive Bayesian classi�er with the m-estimate of probabilities reaches the classi�cationaccuracy of inductive learning algorithms. Theresults of the naive Bayesian classi�er used in the



14 THE AUTHORS???Table 11 Basic description of the non-medical real-world data setsdomain #class #atts. #val/att. # instances maj.class (%) entropy(bit)SOYB 15 35 2.9 630 15 3.62IRIS 3 4 6.0 150 33 1.59MESH3 13 3 7.0 278 26 3.02MESH15 13 15 7.1 278 26 3.02SAT 6 36 10.0 6435 24 1.96VOTE 2 16 2.0 435 61 0.96Table 12 Classi�cation accuracy of the learning systems on non-medical real-world data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNSOYB 83.6�4.8 91.9�2.5 89.6�2.7 89.4�1.6 84.0�1.9IRIS 95.0�3.8 95.7�3.7 95.2�2.6 96.6�2.6 97.0�2.1MESH3 27.4% 32.7% 32.0% 33.5% 33.8%MESH15 39.2% 41.0% 42.4% 34.5% 35.3%SAT 81.9�0.9 77.8�0.7 81.5�0.9 80.1�0.6 90.5�0.6VOTE 93.2�2.6 95.9�1.5 95.5�1.5 90.1�1.8 92.5�2.0Table 13 Average information score of the learning systems on non-medical real-world data setsdomain LFC Assistant-I Assistant-R naive Bayes k-NNSOYB 3.01�0.13 3.10�0.10 3.01�0.10 3.27�0.08 2.68�0.08IRIS 1.46�0.08 1.41�0.06 1.43�0.06 1.49�0.05 1.32�0.04MESH3 0.51 bit 0.57 bit 0.56 bit 0.65 bit 0.39 bitMESH15 0.67 bit 0.74 bit 0.70 bit 0.56 bit 0.54 bitSAT 1.92�0.02 1.68�0.02 1.84�0.02 1.93�0.08 1.86�0.01VOTE 0.81�0.05 0.84�0.03 0.83�0.03 0.75�0.04 0.67�0.03StatLog project are much worse. Cestnik [2] hasshown that the m-estimate signi�cantly increasesthe performance of the naive Bayesian classi�erwhich is also con�rmed with our experiments.Both versions of Assistant perform the sameon all data sets except on the SAT data set whereAssistant-R and LFC achieve signi�cantly betterresult (99.95% con�dence level). This result con-�rms that RELIEFF estimates the quality of at-tributes better than the information gain.On the VOTE data set the naive Bayesian clas-si�er is the worst, while both versions of Assis-tant are comparable to the rule based classi�er bySmyth et al. [31].The most interesting results appear in theMESH domains. Although attribute learners inMESH3 have less information than ILP systems,they all outperform the results by ILP systemsas reported by D�zeroski [7] and Pompe et al.[23]. With 12 additional attributes in MESH15,the results of inductive learners are signi�cantlyimproved. All inductive learning systems signif-icantly outperform the naive Bayesian classi�erand the k-NN algorithm.
A detailed analysis showed that this excellentresult by both versions of Assistant is due to theuse of the naive Bayesian formula to calculate theclass probability distribution in \null" leaves (seeSection 3). Namely, for this problem it often hap-pens that testing instances fall into a \null" leafbecause there are no training instances that havethe same values of signi�cant attributes as thetesting instances. The naive Bayesian classi�ere�ciently solves this problem.LFC generates no \null" leaves as all con-structed attributes are strictly binary with valuestrue and false. Therefore, the classi�cation of ob-jects with a di�erent value of the original attributethan all training instances always proceeds to thebranch labeled false. The e�ect of this strategy isthat, for a given testing instance, the correspond-ing leaf contains training instances with same orsimilar values for most of the attributes that ap-pear on the path from the root to the leaf. Thisstrategy also works well in MESH problems.6. DiscussionNote that the null leaves of both versions of Assis-tant had no inuence on the performance on arti-



THE TITLE??? 15�cial data sets as there is no missing values in thedata. Also, in MESH15 problem the performanceof LFC is good although it does not generate nullleaves. Therefore, the use of null leaves is not thecrucial di�erence between Assistant and LFC.Equation (3) shows an interesting relation be-tween the RELIEF's estimates and impurity func-tion. RELIEF can e�ciently estimate continu-ous and discrete attributes. The implicit normal-ization in eq. (3) enables RELIEF to appropri-ately deal with multivalued attributes. However,if Assistant-I would use eq. (3) instead of the in-formation gain, it would still be myopic. For ex-ample, in PAR2-4 problems, eq. (3) would esti-mate all attributes as equally non-important.Therefore, the reason of the success ofAssistant-R is in the \nearest instances" heuris-tic which inuences the estimation of probabil-ities. This heuristic enables RELIEF to detectstrong conditional dependencies between the at-tributes which would be overlooked if the esti-mates of probabilities would be done on randomlyselected instances instead of the nearest instances.RELIEFF is an e�cient heuristic estimator ofattribute quality that is able to deal with data setswith conditionally dependent and independent at-tributes. The extensions in RELIEFF enable it todeal with noisy, incomplete, and multi-class datasets. With increasing the number (k) of near-est hits/misses the correlation of RELIEFF's esti-mates with other impurity functions also increasesunless k is greater than the number of instancesin the same peak of the instance space. The studyreported in [14] showed that RELIEFF has an ac-ceptable bias with respect to other measures whenestimating attributes with di�erent number of val-ues.The myopia of current inductive learning sys-tems can be partially overcome by replacingthe existing heuristic functions with RELIEFF.Assistant-R, a variant of top down induction ofdecision trees algorithms that uses RELIEFF forestimating the quality of the attributes, signif-icantly outperforms other classi�ers in domainswith strong conditional dependencies between at-tributes. The myopia of other inductive learnersmay cause them to overlook signi�cant relations.While this can be easily demonstrated with ar-

ti�cial data sets, it was also shown in two realworld problems: HEPA and SAT. In these datasets RELIEFF detected signi�cant conditional in-terdependencies between attributes, that resultedin a signi�cantly better result by Assistant-R thanthe result by Assistant-I.One feature of RELIEF not addressed in thispaper is that if the same attribute is replicatedin a data set, all replications will get the sameestimate. With the increasing number of replica-tions the quality of estimates will descrease as thereplicated attribute a�ects the distances betweeninstances.For constructive induction LFC uses a limitedlookahead to detect signi�cant conditional depen-dencies between the attributes. LFC shows simi-lar advantage over other algorithms as Assistant-R does. In one arti�cial problem (KRK2) andone real world problem (LYMP) LFC performssigni�cantly better due to constructive induction.However, in some cases the constructive inductionmay spoil the results as is the case with RHEUdata set. LFC performs well in most of the prob-lems, which suggests that the limited lookaheadis a good search strategy in most real-world prob-lems. The lookahead, however, should have a rea-sonable limit as the time complexity exponentialyincreases with the lookahead depth.Although RELIEFF may overcome the myopia,it is useless in Assistant-R when the change of rep-resentation is required. In such cases the construc-tive induction should be applied. For example, inthe KRK2 problem, Assistant-R achieves good re-sult which can not be further improved withoutconstructive induction. A good idea for construc-tive induction may be to use RELIEFF instead ofor in the combination with the lookahead.The naive Bayesian classi�er has obvious ad-vantage in domains with conditionally relativelyindependent attributes, such as medical diagnos-tic problems. In such domains, the naive Bayesianclassi�er is able to reliably estimate the condi-tional probabilities and is also able to use all at-tributes, i.e all available information. It would beinteresting to appropriately combine the power ofRELIEFF and the naive Bayesian classi�er.Current ILP systems [20] are not able to use theattributes appropriately. This was demonstratedin the MESH3 domain where all attribute learn-



16 THE AUTHORS???ers outperformed existing ILP systems. To enableILP systems to deal with the attribute-value rep-resentation, a combination with the (semi) naiveBayesian classi�er could be useful. On the otherhand, current ILP systems use greedy search tech-niques and the heuristics that guide the searchare myopic. Pompe and Kononenko [24] imple-mented an adapted version of RELIEFF in theFOIL like ILP system called ILP-R and prelemi-nary experiments show similar advantages of thissystem over other ILP systems as Assistant-R hasover Assistant-I.7. ConclusionRELIEFF is an e�cient heuristic estimator of at-tribute quality that is able to deal with data setswith conditionally dependent and independent at-tributes, with noisy, incomplete, and multi-classdata sets. The myopia of current inductive learn-ing systems can be partially overcome by replac-ing the existing heuristic functions with RELI-EFF. The acceptable increase in computationalcomplexity may in certain domains payo� witheventual discovery of strong conditional depen-dencies between attributes, which cannot be de-tected using the myopic impuritymeasure to guidethe greedy search.The experimental results indicate that in themajority of real world problems the myopia hasno or only marginal e�ect. One may wonderwhether myopia is really worth much attentionat all. However, when faced with a new dataset it is unreasonable to try only myopic algo-rithm unless it is know in advance that in thedata set there are no strong conditional depen-dencies between attributes. Any serious applica-tion of machine learning on new data should tryto discover as much regularities in the data as pos-sible. Therefore, non-myopic approaches, such asone described in this paper, should be used as in-dispensable tools for analysing the data.AcknowledgementsThe use of m-estimate in equation (1) was proposedby Bojan Cestnik. We thank Matja�z Zwitter for thePRIM and BREA data sets, Milan Sokli�c for LYMP,Gail Gong for HEPA, Padhraic Smyth for BOOL andLED, Sa�so D�zeroski for KRK1 and MESH, Bob Hen-
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